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Abstract
It is becoming increasingly clear that the supercharacter theory of the finite group of
unipotent upper-triangular matrices has a rich combinatorial structure built on set-partitions
that is analogous to the partition combinatorics of the classical representation theory of the
symmetric group. This paper begins by exploring a connection to the ring of symmetric
functions in non-commuting variables that mirrors the symmetric group’s relationship with
the ring of symmetric functions. It then also investigates some of the representation theo-
retic structure constants arising from the restriction, tensor products and superinduction of
supercharacters in this context.
1 Introduction
The representation theory of the symmetric group Sn –with its connections to partition and
tableaux combinatorics– has become a fundamental model in combinatorial representation the-
ory. It has become clear in recent years that the representation theory finite group of unipotent
upper-triangular matrix groups Un(q) can lead to a similarly rich combinatorial theory. While
understanding the usual representation theory of Un(q) is a wild problem, Andre´ [1, 2, 3, 4]
and Yan [23, 24] constructed a natural approximation to the representation theory that leads
to a more computable theory. This approximation (known as a super-representation theory)
now relies on set-partition combinatorics in the same way that the representation theory of the
symmetric group relies on partition combinatorics.
A fundamental tool in symmetric group combinatorics is the ring of symmetric functions,
which encodes the character theory of all symmetric groups simultaneously in a way that polyno-
mial multiplication in the ring of symmetric functions becomes symmetric group induction from
Young subgroups. This kind of a relationship has been extended to wreath products and type A
finite groups of Lie type (for descriptions see for example [17, 21]). One of the purposes of this
paper is to suggest an analogous relationship between the supercharacter theory of Un(q) and
the ring on symmetric functions in non-commuting variables NCSym. In particular, Corollary
3.2 shows that there are a family of algebra isomorphisms from the ring of supercharacters to
NCSym, where we replace induction from subgroups with its natural analogue superinduction
from subgroups. Unfortunately, there does not yet seem to be a canonical choice (ideally, such
a choice would take the Hopf structure of NCSym into account).
The other purpose of this paper is to use the combinatorics of set partitions to supply recur-
sive algorithms for computing restrictions to a family of subgroups called parabolic subgroups.
It turns out that if k ≤ n, then there are many ways in which Uk(q) sits inside Un(q) as a sub-
group. In fact, for every subset S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} with k elements, there is a distinct subgroup
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US of Un(q) isomorphic to Uk(q). The restriction from Un(q) to US depends on S, and Theorem
4.5 sorts out the combinatorial differences for all possible subsets S. This result can then be
easily extended to give restriction rules for all parabolic subgroups. These computations require
knowledge of tensor product results that were previously done by Andre´ [1] for large prime and
by Yan [23] for arbitrary primes. For completeness, this paper supplies an alternate proof that
relates tensor products to restriction and a generalization of the inflation functor (see Lemma
4.6).
By Frobenius reciprocity we then also obtain the coefficients of superinduction from these
subgroups. Corollary 4.12 concludes by observing that superinduced supercharacters from
parabolic subgroups are essentially twisted super-permutation characters (again using the gen-
eralization of the inflation map). These results give the structure constants for the ring of
superclass functions of the finite unipotent upper-triangular groups. However, the underlying
coefficient ring is Z[q−1], unlike in the case of the symmetric group where the ring is Z.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some set-partition combinatorics;
describes the parabolic subgroups that will replace Young subgroups in our theory; reviews the
supercharacter theory of pattern groups (as defined in [12]); and recalls the ring of symmetric
functions in non-commuting variables NCSym. We proceed in Section 3.2 by describing the
family of isormorphisms between NCSym and the ring of supercharacters. Section 4 uses the
fact that supercharacters of Un(q) decompose into tensor products of simpler characters to
supply algorithms for computing restrictions and superinductions of supercharacters. These
results generalize restriction results in [21], and make use of a new generalization of the inflation
functor to supercharacters of pattern groups.
This paper builds on [18] and [20] by giving restriction and superinduction formulas for larger
families of groups. These formulas are computable, and are being implemented in Python as
part of an honors thesis at the University of Colorado. Other recent work in this area worth
mentioning includes extensions by Andre´ and his collaborators to supercharacter theories of
other types [5] and over other rings [6], explorations of all supercharacter theories for a given
group by Hendrickson in his thesis [16], and an intriguing unexplored connection to L-packets
in the work of Drinfeld and Boyarchenko [11].
Acknowledgements. Much of this work was completed at MSRI during the simultaneous pro-
grams “Combinatorial Representation Theory” and “Representation Theory of Finite Groups”
in Spring 2008. I especially appreciated related conversations with Andre´, Diaconis, Isaacs, and
Yan during this period.
2 Preliminaries
This section reviews the combinatorics needed for the main results, gives a brief introduction
to the supercharacter theory of pattern groups, and recalls the ring of symmetric functions in
non-commuting variables.
2.1 Fq-labeled set-partitions
For S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let
SS = {set-partitions of S},
and
S =
⋃
n≥0
Sn, where Sn = S{1,2,...,n}.
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An arc i ⌢ j of K ∈ SS is a pair (i, j) ∈ S × S such that
(1) i < j,
(2) i and j are in the same part of K,
(3) if k is in the same part as i and i < k ≤ j, then k = j.
Thus, if we order each part in increasing order, then the arcs are pairs of adjacent elements in
each part. For example,
{1, 5, 7} ∪ {2, 3} ∪ {4} ∪ {6, 8, 9} ∈ S9
has arcs 1 ⌢ 5, 5 ⌢ 7, 2 ⌢ 3, 6 ⌢ 8, and 8 ⌢ 9. We can also represent the set partition K as
a diagram consisting of |K| vertices with an edge connecting vertex i to vertex j if i ⌢ j is an
arc of K; for example,
{1, 5, 7} ∪ {2, 3} ∪ {4} ∪ {6, 8, 9} ←→ • • • • • • • • •
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
.
The arc set A(K) of K ∈ SS is
A(K) = {arcs of K}.
A crossing of K ∈ SS is a pair of arcs (i ⌢ k, j ⌢ l) ∈ A(K)×A(K) such that i < j < k < l.
The crossing set C(K) of K is
C(K) = {crossings of K}.
For example, if K = {1, 5, 7} ∪ {2, 3} ∪ {4} ∪ {6, 8, 9}, then K has one crossing (5 ⌢ 7, 6 ⌢ 8),
as is easily observed in the above diagrammatic representation of K.
An Fq-labeled set-partition of S is a pair (λ, τλ), where λ is a set-partition of S and τλ :
A(λ)→ F×q is a labeling of the arcs by nonzero elements of Fq. By convention, if τλ(i ⌢ j) = a,
then we write the arc as i
a
⌢ j. Thus, we can typically suppress the labeling function in the
notation. Let
SS(q) = {Fq-labeled set-partitions of S},
and
S(q) =
⋃
n≥0
Sn(q), where Sn(q) = S{1,2,...,n}(q).
Note that if sn(q) = |Sn(q)|, then the generating function
∑
n≥0
sn(q)
xn
n!
= e
e(q−1)x−1
q−1
is a q-analogue of the usual exponential generating function of the Bell numbers (where q = 2
gives the usual generating function).
Suppose S ⊆ T ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Then there is a function
〈·〉T :
{
Fq-labeled
set-partitions of S
}
−→
{
Fq-labeled
set-partitions of T
}
λ 7→ 〈λ〉T
where 〈λ〉T is the unique Fq-labeled set-partition of T with arc set A(λ) and labeling function
τλ. We will use the convention that 〈λ〉n = 〈λ〉{1,2,...,n}.
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2.2 Pattern groups
For n ∈ Z≥1, let Un(q) be the group of n × n unipotent upper-triangular matrices with entries
in Fq. Given a poset P of {1, 2, . . . , n}, the pattern group UP(q) is
UP(q) = {u ∈ Un(q) | uij 6= 0 implies i  j in P}.
Remark. If Tn(q) is the group of n × n diagonal matrices with entries in F
×
q , then the set of
pattern subgroups of Un(q) can be characterized as the set of subgroups fixed by the conjugation
action of Tn(q) on Un(q).
Consider the injective map
Sn −→
{
Posets of
{1, 2, . . . , n}
}
K 7→ PK
where i ≺ j in PK if and only if i < j and both i and j are in the same part of K.
A pattern subgroup UP(q) is a parabolic subgroup of Un(q) if there exists K ∈ Sn such that
P = PK . Note that if K = K1 ∪K2 ∪ · · · ∪Kℓ is the decomposition of K into parts, then
UPK (q)
∼= U|K1|(q)× U|K2|(q)× · · · × U|Kℓ|(q).
Thus, the parabolic subgroups of UP(q) are reminiscent of the Young subgroups of the symmetric
groups Sn or parabolic subgroups of the general linear groups GLn(q). In fact, we will follow
this analogy into the supercharacter theory of Un(q). To simplify notation, we will typically
write
UK(q) = UPK (q), for K ∈ Sn.
Remarks.
(a) These subgroups are not generally block diagonal. For example,
UP{1,3,5}∪{2,4} =




1 0 ∗ 0 ∗
0 1 0 ∗ 0
0 0 1 0 ∗
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∗ ∈ Fq


∼= U3(q)× U2(q).
(b) Parabolic subgroups do not include all possible copies of pattern subgroups isomorphic to
a direct product of Uk(q)’s. For example,
U 4
3

2
<<

1
=




1 0 ∗ ∗
0 1 0 ∗
0 0 1 ∗
0 0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∗ ∈ Fq


∼= U3(q)× U2(q)
is not a parabolic subgroup of U4(q).
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2.3 A supercharacter theory for pattern groups
Given a group G, a supercharacter theory is an approximation to the usual character theory.
To be more precise, a supercharacter theory consists of a set of superclasses K and a set of
supercharacters X , such that
(a) the set K is a partition of G such that each part is a union of conjugacy classes,
(b) the set X is a set of characters such that each irreducible character appears as the con-
stituent of exactly one supercharacter,
(c) the supercharacters are constant on superclasses,
(d) |K| = |X |,
(e) the identity element 1 of G is in its own superclass, and the trivial character 1 of G is a
supercharacter.
This general notion of a supercharacter theory was introduced by Diaconis and Isaacs [12] to
generalize work of Andre´ and Yan on the character theory of Un(q).
Remark. The definition includes a reasonable amount of redundancy, as explored in [12, 16].
Diaconis and Isaacs extended the construction of Andre´ of a supercharacter theory for Un(q)
to a larger family of groups called algebra groups. We will review the construction for pattern
groups (a subset of the set of algebra groups). Let P be a poset of {1, 2, . . . , n} and let
nP(q) = UP(q)− 1,
which is an Fq-algebra.
Fix a nontrivial homomorphism ϑ : F+q → C
×. The pattern group UP(q) acts on the left and
right on both nP(q) and the dual space nP(q)
∗, and the two-sided orbits lead to the sets K and
X by the following rules. The superclasses are given
UP(q)\nP (q)/UP (q) ←→ K
UP(q)XUP (q) 7→ 1 + UP(q)XUP (q),
and the supercharacters are given by
UP(q)\nP (q)
∗/UP(q) ←→ X
UP(q)λUP (q) 7→ χ
λ =
|λUP(q)|
|UP(q)λUP (q)|
∑
µ∈UP (q)λUP (q)
ϑ ◦ µ.
The corresponding UP -modules are given by
V λ = C-span{vµ | µ ∈ UPλ},
with action
gvµ = ϑ
(
(gµ)(1 − g)
)
vgµ, for g ∈ UP and µ ∈ UPλ.
Examples. The group Un(q) was the original motivation for studying supercharacter theories.
The following results are due to Andre´, Yan, and Arias-Castro–Diaconis–Stanley. The number
of superclasses is
|K| = |X | = |Sn(q)|,
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where, for example,
Sn(q) −→ K
µ 7→ uµ,
and (uµ)ij =


1, if i = j,
τµ(i ⌢ j), if i ⌢ j ∈ A(µ),
0, otherwise.
The corresponding supercharacter formula for λ, µ ∈ Sn(q) is
χλ(uµ) =


∏
i⌢l∈A(λ)
ql−i−1ϑ
(
τλ(i ⌢ l)τµ(i ⌢ l)
)
q|{j⌢k∈A(µ)|i<j<k<l}|
,
if i < j < k, i ⌢ k ∈ A(λ)
implies i ⌢ j, j ⌢ k /∈ A(µ),
0, otherwise,
(2.1)
where τµ(i ⌢ j) = 0 if i ⌢ l /∈ A(µ) (see [14] for the corresponding formula for arbitrary pattern
groups). Note that the degree of each character is
χλ(1) =
∏
i⌢l∈A(λ)
ql−i−1. (2.2)
It follows directly from the formula that the supercharacters factor nicely
χλ =
∏
i
a
⌢l∈A(λ)
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n .
It also follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that χλ is linear if and only if
i ⌢ k ∈ A(λ) implies k = i+ 1.
The set C(λ) measures how close the supercharacter χλ is to being irreducible. In fact,
〈χλ, χµ〉 = q|C(λ)|δλµ, (2.3)
where 〈·, ·〉 is the usual inner product on characters.
For parabolics subgroups UK(q) of Un(q),
|K| = |X | = |S|K1|(q)||S|K2|(q)| · · · |S|Kℓ|(q)|,
where K = K1 ∪K2 ∪ · · · ∪Kℓ ∈ Sn.
Remark. If instead of considering Un(q)-orbits on nn(q) and nn(q)
∗, we consider orbits of the
full Borel subgroup Bn(q) = Tn(q)Un(q) on these spaces, then the corresponding supercharac-
ter theory no longer depends on the finite field q. In this case, the combinatorics reduces to
considering set-partitions rather than Fq-labeled set-partitions.
Supercharacters satisfy a variety of nice properties, as described in [12]. The above construc-
tion satisfies
(a) The product of two supercharacters is a Z≥0-linear combination of supercharacters.
(b) The restriction of a supercharacter from one pattern group to a pattern subgroup is a
Z≥0-linear combination of supercharacters.
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However, it is not true that the induction functor sends a supercharacter to a Z≥0-linear com-
bination of supercharacters. In fact, an induced supercharacter is generally no longer even a
superclass function.
Diaconis and Isaacs therefore define a map superinduction on supercharacters that is adjoint
to restriction with respect to the usual inner product on class functions; it turns out that this
function averages over superclasses in the same way induction averages over conjugacy classes. In
particular, if H ⊆ G are pattern groups (or more generally algebra groups), then superinduction
is the function
SInd :
{
Superclass functions
of H
}
−→
{
Superclass functions
of G
}
χ 7→ SIndGH(χ),
where
SIndGH(χ)(g) =
1
|G||H|
∑
x,y∈G
x(g−1)y+1∈H
χ(1 + x(g − 1)y), for g ∈ G.
Unfortunately, while SInd sends superclass functions to superclass functions, it sends superchar-
acters to Z≥0[1/q]-linear combinations of supercharacters (where q comes from the underlying
finite field). In fact, the image is not even generally a character. See also [18] for a further
exploration of the relationship between superinduction and induction.
2.4 The ring of symmetric functions in non-commutative variables
Fix a set X = {X1,X2, . . .} of countably many non-commuting variables. For K = K1 ∪K2 ∪
· · · ∪Kℓ ∈ Sn, define the monomial symmetric function
mK(X) =
∑
k=(k1,k2,...,kℓ)∈Z
ℓ
≥1
ki 6=kj,1≤i<j≤ℓ
Xπ1(k)Xπ2(k) · · ·Xπℓ(k), where πj(k) = ki if j ∈ Ki.
The space of symmetric functions in non-commuting variables of homogeneous degree n is
NCSymn(X) = C-span{mK(X) | K ∈ Sn},
and the ring of symmetric functions in non-commuting variables is
NCSym =
⊕
n≥0
NCSymn(X),
where a possible multiplication is given by usual polynomial products. However, note that ifK =
{a1 < a2 < · · · < am} ∪ {b1 < b2 < · · · < bn} ∈ Sm+n with w = (a1, a2, · · · , akm , b1, b2, . . . , bn)
the corresponding permutation of m+ 1 elements, then we could “shuffle” two words according
to K,
(Xi1Xi2 · · ·Xim) ∗K (Xim+1 · · ·Xim+n) = Xiw−1(1)Xiw−1(2) · · ·Xiw−1(m+n) .
These operations give a variety of alternate shuffle products for NCSym.
The ring NCSym naturally generalizes the usual ring of symmetric functions [17], but is
different from other generalizations such as the ring of noncommutative symmetric functions
studied in, for example, [15]. The ring NCSym was introduced by Wolf [22], and further explored
by Rosas and Sagan [19]. There has been recent interest in the Hopf structure of NCSym and
its Hopf dual – for example, [9, 10]. In particular, [9] show that it has a representation theoretic
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connection with partition lattice algebras. This paper suggests that the supercharacter theory of
Un(q) also has a representation theoretic connection to NCSym in a way that is more analogous
to how the ring of symmetric functions dictates the representation theory of Sn. However, the
precise nature of this connection remains open. In particular, it is not clear whether the Hopf
structure of NCSym translates naturally into a representation theoretic Hopf structure for the
supercharacters of Un(q).
3 The ring of unipotent superclass functions
This section explores the relationship between NCSym and the space of supercharacters
C(q) =
⊕
n≥0
Cn(q), where Cn(q) = C-span{χ
λ | λ ∈ Sn(q)}.
3.1 Parabolic subgroups and set-partition combinatorics
There are different copies of Um(q) × Un(q) as subgroups of Um+n(q) which are not related via
an inner automorphism of Um+n(q). In fact, for every K = K1 ∪K2 ∈ Sm+n with |K1| = m and
|K2| = n, Um+n(q) has a parabolic subgroup Um(q)×K Un(q) = UK(q) ∼= Um(q)× Un(q).
Thus, the space C has a variety of different products. For λ ∈ Sm(q), µ ∈ Sn(q), and
K = K1 ∪K2 ∈ Sm+n with |K1| = m and |K2| = n, define
χλ ∗K χ
µ = SInd
Um+n(q)
Um(q)×KUn(q)
(χλ × χµ).
There is a related map
∪K : Sm(q)× Sn(q) −→ Sm+n(q)
(λ, µ) 7→ λ ∪K µ,
where λ ∪K µ = λ
′ ∪ µ′ with λ′ ∈ SK1(q) and µ
′ ∈ SK2(q) the same Fq-labeled set-partitions as
λ and µ respectively, but with {1, 2, . . . ,m} relabeled as K1 and {1, 2, . . . , n} relabeled as K2.
For example,
• •
a
•
1 2 3
∪{1,4,6}∪{2,3,5,7} •
b
•
c
• •
1 2 3 4
= • •
b
•
c
•
a
• • •
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
• •
a
•
1 2 3
∪{2,3,7}∪{1,4,5,6} •
b
•
c
• •
1 2 3 4
= •
b
• •
a
•
c
• • •
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.
It will follow from Corollary 4.12 that χλ∪Kµ is always a nonzero constituent of χλ ∗K χ
µ.
Remark. The graph automorphism σ of the Dynkin diagram of type A gives a natural map
σ : C −→ C
χλ 7→ χσ(λ), for λ ∈ S(q),
where σ(λ) ∈ S(q) is the Fq-labeled set partition obtained by reflecting the diagram λ across
a vertical axis. This map is an anti-automorphism of C (it also sends left modules to right
modules). Thus, in many of the following results we only prove half of the symmetric cases.
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3.2 A characteristic map for supercharacters
For µ ∈ Sn(q), let κµ : Un → Un be the superclass characteristic function given by
κµ(u) =
{
1, if u is in the same superclass as uµ,
0, otherwise,
and
zµ =
|Un|
|Un(uµ − 1)Un|
Proposition 3.1. For µ ∈ Sm(q) and ν ∈ Sn(q),
SInd
Um+n
Um×KUn
(
(zµκµ)⊗ (zνκν)
)
= zµ∪Kνκµ∪Kν .
Proof. By definition,
SInd
Um+n
Um×KUn
(
(zµκµ)⊗ (zνκν)
)
(g) =
zµzν
|Um+n||Um||Un|
∑
x,y∈Um+n
x(g−1)y+1∈Um×KUn
ϑ(κµ ⊗ κν)(x(g − 1)y + 1)
= 0,
unless the superclass containing g also contains uµ∪Kν = uµ ×K uν . That is, there exists c ∈ C
such that
SInd
Um+n
Um×KUn
(
(zµκµ)⊗ (zνκν)
)
= cκµ∪Kν .
Specifically,
c =
zµzν
|Um+n||Um||Un|
∑
x,y∈Um+n
x(g−1)y+1∈Um×KUn
ϑ(κµ ⊗ κν)(x(uµ∪Kν − 1)y + 1)
=
zµzν
|Um+n||Um||Un|
|Um+n|zµ∪Kν
∑
g−1∈Um+n(uµ∪Kν
−1)Um+n
g∈Um×KUn
ϑ(κµ ⊗ κν)(g)
=
zµzν
|Um+n||Um||Un|
|Um+n|zµ∪Kν |Um(uµ − 1)Um||Un(uν − 1)Un|
= zµ∪Kν ,
as desired.
Let NCSym be the ring of symmetric functions in non-commuting variables. Let
{pλ | λ ∈ S}
be any basis that satisfies
pλ ∗K pµ = pλ∪Kµ
for all K = K1 ∪K2 ∈ S with |K1| = |λ| and |K2| = |µ|. Note that NCSym in fact has several
of such bases, such as {pλ} in [19] and {xλ} in [9].
Corollary 3.2. The function
ch : C(2) −→ NCSym
κµ 7→
1
zµ
pµ
is an isometric algebra isomorphism.
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Questions. This result raises the following questions.
(1) Does the Hopf algebra structure of NCSym transfer in a representation theoretic way to
C?
(2) What is the correct choice of basis pµ? In particular, the {pλ} of [19] do not seem to give
a nice Hopf structure to C.
(3) Is there a corresponding NCSym-space for q > 2?
Questions (1) and (2) presumably need simultaneous answers, and question (3) suggests there
might be an analogue of the ring symmetric functions corresponding to wreath products.
4 Representation theoretic structure constants
This section explores the computation of structure constants in C. We begin with a family of
natural embedding maps of Cm(q) ⊆ Cn(q) for m ≤ n using a generalization of the inflation
functor, and then give algorithms for computing restrictions from Cm+n(q) to Cm(q)⊗Cn(q). To
finish the computations we require a method for decomposing tensor products Cn(q)⊗ Cn(q)→
Cn(q). We conclude with a discussion of the corresponding superinduction coefficients. In this
section we will assume a fixed q, and suppress the q from the notation; that is Un = Un(q), etc.
4.1 Superinflation of characters
Let T ⊆ G be pattern groups with corresponding algebras t and g, respectively. There exists a
surjective projection
π : g = t⊕ t⊥ −→ t
X + Y 7→ X,
with a corresponding inflation map
Infgt : t
∗ −→ g∗
µ 7→ µ ◦ π.
The superinflation map on supermodules is given by
SinfGT :
{
Supermodules
of T
}
−→
{
Supermodules
of G
}
V µ 7→ V Inf
g
t (µ).
Note that superinflation takes supermodules to supermodules, just as the usual inflation map
on characters takes irreducible characters to irreducible characters. Recall, the usual inflation
map is constructed from a surjection π : G→ T is given by
InfGT : {T -modules} −→ {G-modules}
V 7→ InfGT (V ),
where gv = π(g)v for g ∈ G, v ∈ InfGT (V ). The following proposition says that superinflation is
inflation whenever possible.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose G is a pattern group with pattern subgroups T and H such that
G = T ⋉H. Then for any supermodule V λ of T ,
SinfGT (V
λ) ∼= InfGT (V
λ).
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Proof. Let g = G− 1, h = H − 1, and t = T − 1. Consider the map
ϕ : V Inf
g
t (λ) −→ InfGT (V
λ)
vµ 7→ vResgt (µ)
Since Tλ ⊆ Gλ, this map is surjective.
By [18, Lemma 3.2] normality in pattern groups implies “super-normality” in the sense that
for h ∈ H and g ∈ G
g(h − 1), (h − 1)g ∈ h.
Thus, for t ∈ T and h ∈ H,
π(th− 1) = π(t(h− 1) + (t− 1)) = π(t(h− 1)) + π(t− 1) = t− 1,
and similarly π(ht− 1) = t− 1. For s, t ∈ T , and h, k ∈ H,
(ht)Infgt (λ)(ks − 1) = Inf
g
t (λ)(t
−1h−1ks− t−1h−1)
= Infgt (λ)(t
−1ss−1h−1ks− 1) + Infgt (λ)(1− t
−1h−1)
and since s−1h−1ks ∈ H,
(ht)Infgt (λ)(ks − 1) = λ(t
−1s− 1) + λ(1− t−1)
= (tλ)(s − 1)
= tResgt
(
Infgt (λ)
)
(s− 1).
Since V Inf
g
t (µ) = C-span{vgInfgt (λ) | g ∈ G}, this computation implies that ϕ is injective.
Finally, for s, t ∈ T , h ∈ H, and µ = sInfgt (λ),
htϕ(vµ) = tvResgt (µ) = ϑ
(
µ(t−1 − 1)
)
vtResgt (µ) = ϑ
(
µ(t−1 − 1)
)
vResgt (htµ) = ϕ(htvµ),
so ϕ is a G-module isomorphism.
We will be primarily be interested in the superinflation function between parabolic subgroups
of Un(q). In this case, if UK(q) ⊆ UL(q), then
Sinf
UL(q)
UK(q)
(χλ) = χ〈λ〉L .
For example,
U{2,3,5,7}
Sinf
−→ U{1}∪{2,3,5,7}
Sinf
−→ U7
χ◦ •
a
• ◦ •
b
◦ • 7→ χ• •
a
• ◦ •
b
◦ • 7→ χ• •
a
• • •
b
• •.
Thus, superinflation allows us to embed Cm(q) ⊆ Cn(q) for all m < n, although this embedding
still depends on the embedding of Um(q) inside Un(q).
Remarks.
1. While the inflation function does match up with the usual inflation when possible, it does
not generally behave as nicely as the usual inflation function. In particular, it is no longer
generally true that ResGT ◦ Sinf
G
T (χ) = χ for χ a class function of T . For example,
χ◦ •
a
• ◦ •
b
◦ •(1) = q1 6= q3 = χ• •
a
• • •
b
• •(1).
2. SupposeK = K1∪K2 ∈ Sm+n with |K1| = m and |K2| = n. For λ ∈ Sm(q) and µ ∈ Sn(q),
Sinf
Um+n
Um×KUn
(χλ × χµ) = χλ∪Kµ.
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4.2 Restrictions
In this section we give algorithms for computing restrictions between parabolic subgroups of
Un(q). Since supercharacters decompose into tensor products of arcs, for λ ∈ Sn(q),
χλ =
∏
i
a
⌢l∈A(λ)
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n ,
our strategy is to compute restrictions to for each χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n . We then use a tensor product result
in Section 4.3 to glue back together the resulting restrictions.
We begin with two observations, and then Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 combine to give
a general algorithm. Recall that for K = K1 ∪K2 ∪ · · · ∪Kℓ ∈ Sn, UK is a subgroup of Un(q)
isomorphic to
U|K1| × U|K2| × · · · × U|Kℓ|.
Proposition 4.2. Let UK ⊆ UL be parabolic subgroups of Un with L = L1 ∪L2 ∪ · · · ∪Lℓ ∈ Sn.
Then
ResULUK (χ
λ1 × · · · × χλℓ) = Res
UL1
UK1
(χλ1)× Res
UL2
UK2
(χλ2)× · · · × Res
ULℓ
UKℓ
(χλℓ)
where UKj is the parabolic subgroup of ULj corresponding to the vertices Lj .
The next proposition gives information about each factor in Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.3. For i < l, a ∈ F×q and K = K1 ∪K2 ∪ . . . ∪Kℓ ∈ Sn,
ResUnUK (χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) =
ResUnUK1
(χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n)
q|{i<k<l|k/∈K1}|
×
ResUnUK2
(χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n)
q|{i<k<l|k/∈K2}|
× · · · ×
ResUnUKℓ
(χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n)
q|{i<k<l|k/∈Kℓ}|
Proof. It follows from (2.1) (see also [20] for a more general result) that we can factor the
character values across the direct product as
ResUnUK (χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n)(uµ(1) , . . . , uµ(ℓ)) = χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n(1)
ℓ∏
j=1
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n(uµ(j))
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n(1)
= χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n(1)
ℓ∏
j=1
ResUnUKj
(χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n)(uµ(j))
ResUnUKj
(χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n)(1)
,
and by (2.2),
= ql−i−1
ℓ∏
j=1
ResUnUKj
(χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n)(uµ(j))
ql−i−1
=
1
q(ℓ−1)(l−i−1)
ℓ∏
j=1
ResUnUKj
(χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n)(uµ(j))
=
ℓ∏
j=1
ResUnUKj
(χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n)(uµ(j))
q|{i<k<l|k/∈Kj}|
,
as desired.
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To compute restrictions, we first consider very specific subgroups of Un(q). For 1 < j < k,
let
[j, k] = {j, j + 1, . . . , k − 1, k},
and
U[i,l] = {u ∈ Un | ujk 6= 0 implies i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ l}.
Proposition 4.4. Let 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n and S = [j, k]. For 1 ≤ i < l ≤ n and a ∈ F×q ,
ResUnU[j,k](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) =


χ〈i
a
⌢l〉S , if j ≤ i < l ≤ k,
qj−i−1
(
1 +
∑
j≤j′<l
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉S
)
, if i < j < l ≤ k
ql−k−1
(
1 +
∑
i≤k′≤k
b∈F×q
χ〈i
b
⌢k′〉S
)
, if j ≤ i < k < l
ql−i−1
qk−j+1
(
(k − j)(q − 1) + q)1 + (q − 1)
∑
j≤j′<k′≤k
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢k′〉S
)
, if i < j < k < l,
ql−i−11 , otherwise.
Proof. Cases 1 and 5 follow directly from (2.1).
For Cases 2, first assume that i = 1, j = 2 and l ≤ k = n. Then [21] implies the result
(qj−i−1 = 1 in this special case).
To obtain the remaining cases we iterate by removing one column or row at a time. For
i < j < l ≤ k ≤ n,
ResUnU[j,k](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) = Res
U[j,n]
U[j,k]
ResUnU[j,n](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n),
where
ResUnU[j,n](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) = Res
U[j−1,n]
U[j,n]
◦ · · · ◦Res
U[i+1,n]
U[i+2,n]
◦ ResUnU[i+1,n](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n)
= Res
U[j−1,n]
U[j,n]
◦ · · · ◦ Res
U[i+1,n]
U[i+2,n]
(
1 +
∑
i+1≤j′<l
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉[i+1,n]
)
= Res
U[j−1,n]
U[j,n]
◦ · · · ◦ Res
U[i+2,n]
U[i+3,n]
(
1 +
∑
i+2≤j′<l
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉[i+1,n] +
∑
b∈F×q
Res
U[i+1,n]
U[i+2,n]
(χ〈i+1
b
⌢n〉[i+1,n])
)
= Res
U[j−1,n]
U[j,n]
◦ · · · ◦ Res
U[i+2,n]
U[i+3,n]
(
q1 + q
∑
i+2≤j′<l
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉[i+1,n]
)
= qRes
U[j−1,n]
U[j,n]
◦ · · · ◦ Res
U[i+2,n]
U[i+3,n]
(
1 +
∑
i+2≤j′<l
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉[i+1,n]
)
and iterate to obtain
= qj−i−11 + qj−i−1
∑
j≤j′<l
b∈F
×
q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉S ,
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giving Case 2. Case 3 follows by a symmetric argument.
If i < j < k < l, then by Case 2,
ResUnU[j,k](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) = Res
U[j,n]
U[j,k]
◦ResUnU[j,n](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n)
= Res
U[j,n]
U[j,k]
(
qj−i−11 + qj−i−1
∑
j≤j′<l
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉[j,n]
)
= Res
U[j,n]
U[j,k]
(
qj−i−11 + qj−i−1
∑
j≤j′<k
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉[j,n] + qj−i−1
∑
k≤j′<l
b∈F×q
χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉[j,n]
)
,
and by Case 3,
= qj−i−11 + qj−i−1
∑
j≤j′<k
b∈F×q
(
ql−k−11 + ql−k−1
∑
j′<k′≤k
c∈F×q
χ〈j
′ c⌢k′〉S
)
+ qj−i−1(q − 1)
∑
k≤j′<l
ql−j
′−11
= qj−i−11 + ql−k+j−i−2(k − j)(q − 1)1 + ql−k+j−i−2
∑
j≤j′<k′≤k
b,c∈F×q
χ〈j
′ c⌢k′〉S + qj−i−1(ql−k − 1)1
= (ql−k+j−i−2(q − 1)(k − j) + ql−k+j−i−1)1 + ql−k+j−i−2(q − 1)
∑
j≤j′<k′≤k
c∈F×q
χ〈j
′ c⌢k′〉S
=
ql−i−1
qk−j+1
(
((k − j)(q − 1) + q)1 + (q − 1)
∑
j≤j′<k′≤k
c∈F×q
χ〈j
′ c⌢k′〉S
)
,
giving Case 4.
Example. Let n = 7, j = 2, k = 5, so that
U[2,5] =




1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
0 0 1 ∗ ∗ 0 0
0 0 0 1 ∗ 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1



 ⊆




1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 1 ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 1 ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 0 1 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0 1



 = U7
Then
ResU7U[2,5](χ
• •
a
• • • • •) = χ◦ •
a
• • • ◦ ◦
ResU7U[2,5](χ
•
a
• • • • • •) = χ◦ • • • • ◦ ◦+
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ •
b
• • • ◦ ◦+
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ • •
b
• • ◦ ◦+
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ • • •
b
• ◦ ◦
ResU7U[2,5](χ
•
a
• • • • • •) = q
(
(4q − 3)χ◦ • • • • ◦ ◦+ (q − 1)
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ •
b
• • • ◦ ◦+ (q − 1)
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ • •
b
• • ◦ ◦
+ (q − 1)
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ • • •
b
• ◦ ◦+ (q − 1)
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ •
b
• • • ◦ ◦+ (q − 1)
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ •
b
• • • ◦ ◦
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+ (q − 1)
∑
b∈F×q
χ◦ • •
b
• • ◦ ◦
)
ResU7U[2,5](χ
• • • • •
a
• •) = qχ◦ • • • • ◦ ◦
Theorem 4.5, below, generalizes Proposition 4.4 to the required level of generality. For
S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let
US = {u ∈ Un | uij 6= 0 implies i, j ∈ S}.
Note that while US is not itself a parabolic subgroup of Un, it is isomorphic to the parabolic
subgroup U〈S〉n .
Theorem 4.5. Let S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Then for 1 ≤ i < l ≤ n and a ∈ F×q ,
ResUnUS (χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) =


q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|χ〈i
a
⌢l〉S , if i, l ∈ S,
q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
1 +
∑
i<j<l,j∈S
b∈F×q
χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S
)
, if i /∈ S, l ∈ S,
q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
1 +
∑
i<k<l,k∈S
b∈F×q
χ〈i
b
⌢k〉S
)
, if i ∈ S, l /∈ S,
q|{i<k
′<l|k′ /∈S}|
(
(|S ∩ [i, l]|(q − 1) + 1)1 + (q − 1)
∑
i<j′<k′<l
j′,k′∈S,c∈F×q
χ〈j
′ c⌢k′〉S
)
, if i, l /∈ S.
Proof. Note that it follows from the character formulas (2.1) and (2.2) that if i, l ∈ S, then
ResUnUS(χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n)
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n(1)
=
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉S
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉S (1)
.
Therefore,
ResUnUS(χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) =
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n(1)
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉S (1)
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉S = q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|χ〈i
a
⌢l〉S (4.1)
gives the first case.
For Case 2, assume that i /∈ S, and l ∈ S. By Proposition 4.4, Case 2 and then (4.1),
ResUnUS(χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) = 1 +
∑
i<j<l
b∈F×q
Res
U[i+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
b
⌢l〉[i+1,l])
= 1 +
∑
i<j<l,j∈S
b∈F×q
q|{j<k<l|k/∈S}|χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S +
∑
i<j<l,j /∈S
b∈F×q
Res
U[i+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
b
⌢l〉[i+1,l]). (4.2)
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If j′ is minimal such that i < j′ < l and j′ /∈ S, then by Proposition 4.4, Case 2,
∑
i<j<l,j /∈S
b∈F×q
Res
U[i+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
b
⌢l〉[i+1,l])
=
∑
b∈F×q
Res
U[j′+1,l]
US
Res
U[i+1,l]
U[j′+1,l]
(χ〈j
′ b⌢l〉[i+1,l]) +
∑
j′<j<l,j /∈S
b∈F×q
Res
U[j′+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
b
⌢l〉[j′+1,l])
= (q − 1)1 + (q − 1)
∑
j′<j<l
c∈F×q
Res
U[j′+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
c
⌢l〉[j′+1,l]) +
∑
j′<j<l,j /∈S
b∈F×q
Res
U[j′+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
b
⌢l〉[j′+1,l])
= (q − 1)1 + (q − 1)
∑
j′<j<l,j∈S
c∈F×q
q|{j<k<l|k/∈S}|χ〈j
c
⌢l〉S + q
∑
j′<j<l,j /∈S
c∈F×q
Res
U[j′+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
c
⌢l〉[j′+1,l]).
Applying this equality to (4.2),
ResUnUS (χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) = q1 + q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
∑
i<j<j′
b∈F×q
χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S + q
∑
j′<j<l,j∈S
b∈F×q
q|{j<k<l|k/∈S}|χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S
+ q
∑
j′<j<l,j /∈S
c∈F×q
Res
U[j′+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
c
⌢l〉[j′+1,l])
= q1 + q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
∑
i<j<j′′
b∈F×q
χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S + q
( ∑
j′′<j<l,j∈S
b∈F×q
q|{j<k<l|k/∈S}|χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S
+
∑
j′<j<l,j /∈S
c∈F×q
Res
U[j′+1,l]
US
(χ〈j
c
⌢l〉[j′+1,l])
)
.
where j′′ is minimal such that j′ < j′′ < l and j′′ /∈ S. Iterating this process gives Case 2. A
symmetric argument also gives Case 3.
Suppose i, l /∈ S with |S ∩ [i, l]| 6= 0. Let k′ < l maximal such that k′ ∈ S. We apply Cases
2 and 3 consecutively, to deduce Case 3. By Case 2,
ResUnUS (χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) = Res
US∪{l}
US
◦ ResUnUS∪{l}(χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n)
= q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|Res
US∪{l}
US
(
1 +
∑
i<j<l,j∈S
b∈F×q
χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S∪{l}
)
= q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
1 +
∑
i<j<l,j∈S
b∈F×q
Res
US∪{l}
US
(χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S∪{l})
)
= q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
1 +
∑
i<j<k′,j∈S
b∈F×q
Res
US∪{l}
US
(χ〈j
b
⌢l〉S∪{l}) +
∑
b∈F×q
Res
US∪{l}
US
(χ〈k
′ b⌢l〉S∪{l})
)
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and then by Case 3,
= q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
1 + |S ∩ [i, k′)|(q − 1)1 + (q − 1)
∑
i<j<k<l,j,k∈S
c∈F×q
χ〈j
c
⌢k〉S + (q − 1)1
)
= q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
(|S ∩ [i, k)|(q − 1) + q)1 + (q − 1)
∑
i<j<k<l,j,k∈S
c∈F×q
χ〈j
c
⌢k〉S
)
= q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
((|S ∩ [i, l]| − 1)(q − 1) + q)1 + (q − 1)
∑
i<j<k<l,j,k∈S
c∈F×q
χ〈j
c
⌢k〉S
)
= q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
(|S ∩ [i, l]|(q − 1) + 1)1 + (q − 1)
∑
i<j<k<l,j,k∈S
c∈F×q
χ〈j
c
⌢k〉S
)
.
On the other hand, if i, l /∈ S and |S ∩ [i, l]| = 0, then there exists j < k such that S ⊆ [j, k] and
[i, l] ∩ [j, k] = ∅. Thus, by Proposition 4.4, Case 5,
ResUnUS(χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n) = Res
U[j,k]
US
◦ ResUnU[j,k](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n)
= ql−i−11
= q|{i<k<l|k/∈S}|
(
(|S ∩ [i, l]|(q − 1) + 1)1 + (q − 1)
∑
i<j<k<l,j,k∈S
c∈F×q
χ〈j
c
⌢k〉S
)
,
where the sum is empty in this case.
4.3 Tensor products
We have seen in the previous section that when we decompose supercharacters into tensor
products of irreducible characters, the restriction rules are manageable to compute. This section
explains how to glue back together the resulting products of characters. The main result –
Corollary 4.7 – has been computed by Andre´ for large primes in [1, Lemmas 6–8] and for
arbitrary primes by Yan in [23, Propositions 7.2-7.5], but we reprove it here quickly using the
machinery developed in this paper.
We begin with a lemma that further establishes the relationship between tensor products
and restrictions. For H ⊆ G and χ a superclass function of G, let
SinfResGH(χ) = Sinf
G
HRes
G
H(χ).
Lemma 4.6. For i < j < k < l,
χ〈i
a
⌢k〉n ⊗ χ〈i
b
⌢l〉n = SinfResUnU[i+1,l](χ
〈i
a
⌢k〉n)⊗ χ〈i
b
⌢l〉n , a, b ∈ F×q ,
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n ⊗ χ〈j
b
⌢l〉n = χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n ⊗ SinfResUnU[i,l−1](χ
〈j
b
⌢l〉n), a, b ∈ F×q ,
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n ⊗ χ〈i
−a
⌢l〉n = SinfResUnU[i+1,l](χ
〈i
a
⌢l〉n)⊗ SinfResUnU[i,l−1](χ
〈i
−a
⌢l〉n), a ∈ F×q ,
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n ⊗ χ〈i
b
⌢l〉n = χ〈i
a+b
⌢ l〉n ⊗ SinfResUnU[i+1,l−1](χ
〈i
a+b
⌢ l〉n), a, b ∈ F×q , b 6= −a.
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Proof. For the first case, note that by (2.1),
χ〈i
a
⌢k〉n ⊗ χ〈i
b
⌢l〉n(uµ) =


χ〈i
a
⌢k〉n(1)χ〈i
b
⌢l〉n(1)ϑ(bτµ(i ⌢ l))
q|{j
′⌢k′∈µ|i<j′<k′<k}|+|{j′⌢k′∈µ|i<j′<k′<l}|
,
if i < j′ < k implies
i ⌢ j′, j′ ⌢ k /∈ A(µ),
i < j′ < l implies
i ⌢ j′, j′ ⌢ l /∈ A(µ);
0, otherwise.
where the ϑ(aτµ(i ⌢ k)) term is missing since if i ⌢ k ∈ A(µ) then the character value is zero.
Now the first case follows from the observation that for ν ∈ S[i+1,l](q),
ResUnU[i+1,l](χ
〈i
a
⌢k〉n)(uν) =


χ〈i
a
⌢k〉n(1)
q|{j′⌢k′∈ν|i<j′<k′<k}|
, if i < j′ < k implies j′ ⌢ k /∈ A(ν),
0, otherwise.
Case 2 follows from a symmetric argument, and Cases 3 and 4 are proved by a similar argument.
Combining Lemma 4.7 with Proposition 4.4 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.7. For i < k, j < l, a, b ∈ F×q , and {i, k} 6= {j, l},
χ〈i
a
⌢k〉n ⊗ χ〈j
b
⌢l〉n =


χ〈{i
a
⌢k}∪{j
b
⌢l}〉n , if {i, k} ∩ {j, l} = ∅,
χ〈i
a
⌢j
b
⌢l〉n , if i < j = k < l,
χ〈i
b
⌢l〉n +
∑
i<j′<k
c∈F×q
χ〈{j
′ c⌢k}∪{i
b
⌢l}〉n , if i = j < k < l,
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n +
∑
j<k′<l
c∈F×q
χ〈{i
a
⌢l}∪{j
c
⌢k′}〉n , if i < j < k = l,
For i < l, a, b ∈ F×q ,
χ〈i
a
⌢l〉n⊗χ〈i
b
⌢l〉n =


1 +
∑
i<j′<l
c∈F×q
χ〈i
c
⌢j′〉n +
∑
i<k′<l
c∈F×q
χ〈k
′ c⌢l〉n +
∑
i<j′,k′<l
c,d∈F×q
χ〈{i
c
⌢j′}∪{k′
d
⌢l}〉n , if b = −a,
((l − i− 1)(q − 1) + 1)χ〈i
a+b
⌢ l〉n + (q − 1)
∑
i<j′<k′<l
c∈F×q
χ〈{j
′ c⌢k′}∪{i
a+b
⌢ l}〉n , otherwise.
Examples. Combinatorially, a product of characters is the superimposition of two set-partition
diagrams, such as
χ•
a
•
b
• • • •⊗ χ•
c
•
d
• • • •= χ•
a
c
•
d
b
• • • •
The tensor product rules then describe how to “straighten” the resulting diagram. Usually, we
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superimpose selectively. For example, since
χ•
a
•
b
• • • •= χ•
a
• • • • •⊗ χ• •
b
• • • •
χ•
c
•
d
• • • •= χ•
c
• • • • •⊗ χ• •
d
• • • •
for d 6= −b,
χ•
a
•
b
• • • •⊗ χ•
c
•
d
• • • •
= χ•
a
• • • • •⊗ χ• •
b
• • • •⊗ χ•
c
• • • • •⊗ χ• •
d
• • • •
= χ•
a
c
• • • • •⊗ χ• •
b
d
• • • •
=
(
χ•
a
• • • • •+
∑
e∈F×q
χ•
a
• •
e
• • •+ χ•
a
•
e
• • • •
)
⊗
(
(2q − 1)χ• •
b+d
• • • •+ (q − 1)
∑
f∈F×q
χ• •
b
•
f
• • •
)
= (2q − 1)χ•
a
•
b+d
• • • •+ (q − 1)
∑
f∈F×q
χ•
a
•
b
•
f
• • •+ (2q − 1)
∑
e∈F×q
χ•
a
•
b+d
•
e
• • •
+ (q − 1)2χ•
a
•
b
• • • •+ (q − 1)(q − 2)
∑
g∈F×q
χ•
a
•
b
•
g
• • •+ (2q − 1)
∑
e∈F×q
χ•
a
•
b+d
e
• • • •
+ (q − 1)
∑
e,f∈F×q
χ•
a
•
b
e
• • • •
= q(2q − 1)
(
χ•
a
•
b+d
• • • •+
∑
e∈F×q
χ•
a
•
b+d
•
e
• • •
)
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+ q(q − 1)2
(
χ•
a
•
b
• • • •+
∑
f∈F×q
χ•
a
•
b
•
f
• • •
)
.
Remark. The coefficients of the tensor products are not understood in general, although it is
clear from Corollary 4.7 that they are polynomial in q.
4.4 Superinduction
Let S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}. If µ ∈ SS(q) and λ ∈ Sn(q), then by Frobenius reciprocity,
〈χλ,SIndUnUS(χ
µ)〉Un = 〈Res
Un
US
(χλ), χµ〉US .
Thus, if
SIndUnUS (χ
µ) =
∑
ν
aνµχ
ν and ResUnUS(χ
λ) =
∑
γ
bλγχ
γ ,
then by (2.3)
q|C(λ)|aλµ = q
|C(µ)|bλµ,
where C(ν) is the set of crossings of ν. Therefore,
SIndUnUS(χ
µ) =
∑
ν
aνµχ
ν =
∑
ν
q|C(µ)|−|C(ν)|bνµχ
ν .
In general, if UK ⊆ Un with K ∈ Sn, then
SIndUnUK (χ
µ) =
∑
ν
q|CK(µ)|−|C(ν)|bνµχ
ν , (4.3)
where CK(ν) is the set of crossings that occur within the same parts of K.
With this discussion, we obtain the following corollary of Sections 4.2 and 4.3. When com-
bined with Corollary 4.12, below, these results give a reasonably direct way to compute superin-
duction for some cases.
Corollary 4.8. Let K = {1, 2, . . . , k} ∪ {k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n} ∈ Sn be a set-partition with two
parts. Then
SIndUnUK (1 ) =
∑
λ∈Sn(q)
if i ⌢ j ∈ λ,
then i ≁ j ∈ K
q−|C(λ)|χλ,
where i ∼ j if and only if i and j are in the same part in K.
Proof. Note that by Theorem 4.5 the coefficient of 1 = χ• • ··· • in ResUnUK (χ
λ) is zero unless for
every arc i ⌢ j ∈ A(λ), the endpoints i and j are in different parts of K. Assume that every
arc in A(λ) satisfies this condition. Then by Proposition 4.3,
ResUnUK (χ
λ) =
( ⊗
i⌢k∈λ
ResUnUK1
(χλ)
q|{i<j<k|j/∈K1}|
)
×
( ⊗
i⌢k∈λ
ResUnUK2
(χλ)
q|{i<j<k|j/∈K2}|
)
=
( ⊗
i⌢k∈λ
1 + χ
(1)
i,k
)
×
( ⊗
i⌢k∈λ
1 + χ
(2)
i,k
)
,
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where for r ∈ {1, 2},
χ
(r)
i,k =


∑
i<j<k,j∈Kr
a∈F×q
χj
a
⌢k, if k ∈ Kr,
∑
i<j<k,j∈Kr
a∈F
×
q
χi
a
⌢j , if i ∈ Kr,
Thus, the coefficient of 1 in ResUnUK (χ
λ) is 1. By (4.3), the coefficient of χλ in SIndUnUK (1 ) is
q|CK(• • ··· •)|−|C(λ)| = q−|C(λ)|.
Remarks.
(a) This corollary is a specific case. The situation for even general two-part set partitions is
more complicated (though seemingly tractable).
(b) Note that the superclass function SIndUnUK (1 ) is a linear combination of supercharacters
with fractional coefficients, so is a priori not generally a character.
Corollary 4.8 has some immediate combinatorial consequences. Let
SGn×m = {a ∈Mn×n({0, 1}) | a has at most one 1 and every row and column}
be the set of m× n 0-1 matrices with at most one 1 in every row an column. Define statistics
for w ∈ SGm×n
ones(w) = |{(i, j) ∈ [1, n] × [1,m] | wij = 1}|
sow(w) = |{(j, k) ∈ [1, n]× [1,m] | wjk = 0, wik = 1 for some i < j or wjl = 1 for some k < l}|.
For example, if
w =

 0 1 0 00 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

 , then ones(w) = 2
sow(w) = 6.
Corollary 4.9. Let m and n be positive integers. Then
(a) qmn =
∑
w∈SGm×n
(q − 1)ones(w)qsow(w)
(b) 0 =
∑
w∈SGm×n
(−1)w1n(q − 1)ones(w)qsow(w).
Proof. (a) We evaluate the equation in Corollary 4.8 at the identity of Um+n, when K =
{1, 2, . . . ,m} ∪ {m + 1, . . . ,m + n}. The degree of SIndUnUK (1 ) is the size of the factor group
|Um+n/UK | = q
mn.
On the right-hand side of the equation we sum over the set X of all possible set-partitions
whose arcs i ⌢ l satisfy i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and l ∈ {m+1, . . . ,m+n}. Consider the surjective map
ϕ : X → SGm×n given by
ϕ(λ)i,l−m = 1 if and only if i ⌢ l ∈ A(λ).
Note that the size of the preimage of w ∈ SGm×n is |ϕ
−1(w)| = (q − 1)ones(w). For λ ∈ X,
χλ(1) =
∏
i⌢l∈A(λ)
ql−i−1 =
∏
i⌢l∈A(λ)
ql−m−1+m−i = qsow(ϕ(λ))q|C(λ)|,
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where each crossing in C(λ) accounts for an over-counting of an entry in the computation of
sow(ϕ(λ)). Thus,
qmn = SIndUnUK (1 )(1) =
∑
λ∈Sn(q)
if i ⌢ j ∈ λ,
then i ≁ j ∈ K
q−|C(λ)|χλ(1) =
∑
w∈SGm×n
(q − 1)ones(w)qsow(w).
(b) Instead of evaluating at the identity, as in (a), evaluate both sides at one of the central
non-identity superclasses, each of whose set-partition µ is of the form µ = 1
a
⌢ (m+n) for some
a ∈ F×q .
We conclude with some observations relating superinduction to these superpermutation
“characters.”
Proposition 4.10. Let H ⊆ G be pattern groups. For a superclass functions γ and η of G,
〈γ ⊗ SIndGH(1 ), η〉 = 〈Res
G
H(γ),Res
G
H(η)〉.
Proof. By a typical Frobenius reciprocity argument,
〈γ ⊗ SIndGH(1 ), η〉G =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
γ(g)SIndGH(1 )(g)η(g)
=
1
|G|2|H|
∑
g,x,y∈G
γ(g)
◦
1 (x(g − 1)y + 1)η(g)
where
◦
1 (g) is 1 if g ∈ H and 0 otherwise. By reindexing and using the fact that γ and η are
superclass functions of G,
=
1
|G|2|H|
∑
k,x,y∈G
γ(x−1(k − 1)y−1 + 1)
◦
1 (k)η(x−1(k − 1)y−1 + 1)
=
1
|G|2|H|
∑
k,x,y∈G
γ(k)
◦
1 (k)η(k)
=
1
|H|
∑
k∈H
γ(k)η(k)
= 〈ResGH(γ),Res
G
H(η)〉H .
By choosing γ in the above proposition appropriately, we get the following useful corollary
via Frobenius reciprocity.
Corollary 4.11. Let H ⊆ G be pattern groups, and let µ ∈ (H − 1). If χµ(1)SinfGH(χ
µ)(h) =
SinfGH(χ
µ)(1)χµ(h), for all h ∈ H, then
SIndGH(χ
µ) =
χµ(1)
SinfGH(χ
µ)(1)
SinfGH(χ
µ)⊗ SIndGH(1 ).
The assumption in Corollary 4.11 is not so unusual. In fact,
Corollary 4.12. Let UK ⊆ UL be parabolic subgroups of Un, where K = K1∪K2∪ · · · ∪Kℓ, L ∈
Sn. Then for µ ∈ SK1(q)× SK2(q)× · · · × SKℓ(q),
SIndULUK (χ
µ) =
χµ(1)
SinfULUK
(
χµ
)
(1)
SinfULUK (χ
µ)⊗ SIndULUK (1 ).
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Proof. Note that for i < j ∈ PK and k ∈ UK ⊆ UL,
χ〈i
a
⌢j〉L(k) =
χ〈i
a
⌢j〉L(1)
χ〈i
a
⌢j〉K (1)
χ〈i
a
⌢j〉K (k).
Thus, by the decomposition of characters, for µ ∈ SK1(q)× SK2(q)× · · · × SKℓ(q) and k ∈ UK ,
SinfULUK (χ
µ)(k) = χ〈µ〉L(k) =
χ〈µ〉L(1)
χµ(1)
χµ(k),
and the result now follows from Corollary 4.11.
Remark. While the assumption in Corollary 4.11 is sufficient, it is not necessary. For example,
if
H =



 1 ∗ ∗0 1 0
0 0 1



 ⊆ U3 =



 1 ∗ ∗0 1 ∗
0 0 1



 .
then for these groups,
χ
„
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
«
 1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1

 = 1 and SinfU3H
(
χ
„
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
«) 1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1

 = 0.
However, it remains true that
SIndGH
(
χ
„
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
«)
= q−1SinfGH
(
χ
„
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
«)
⊗ SIndGH(1 ).
In fact, the conclusion of Corollary 4.11 may be true for all pattern groups; I know of no
counter-example.
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